Plans of the Bomb
by Ryan Jones

After the Guarians found a temporary home in several appartments of Tech Haven, the situation in this war get worse.

Yagers ambassador met with the most important people of the Angels, they discussed how to continue from now on.
One was decided fast, that fast actions are required. Professor Hewdkins explained to the Guardians what
happended in Tech Haven since a long time:
"The Fallen Angels are splitted in two groups. The bigger one turned their back to Reza and have opned eyes for the
truth, they don't believe in anymore in Rezas lies. There is only a small group of people left who are naiv and still
believe Reza, but those shouldn't bother us at the moment. We've to work together, and we need your combat
strength."
The Guardian guaranteed the Fallen Angels every help they help.
So they planned, to get the data about the bomb that destroyed the Canyon. Spys from both factions found a secret
lab from the Dome near one of the entrances of the Dome, but it wasn't possible to enter the lab, to many enemys
there. So they hurried back to Tech Haven and informated the other about the lab. Ronald and James called
scientists, hackers and fighters to protect those, together. With this small army they started from Tech Haven to the
secret lab.
Scouts spotted in the sectors around the lab enemys, pro city runners, a large number of City Admins. Just a few
minutes later we met them and a grim fight started. The Guardians had problems to protect the hackers and to bring
them into the lab to get the bomb data. In the lab itself there were many soldiers from the dome who tried to stop the
hackers on their way to the computerterminals. It was nearly impossible to get to the computerterminals, but some
hackers made it, with their stealth tools and much luck. They downloaded the datas as fast as possible.
The fight seems like it would never end, but the Guardians and the Fallen Angels kept hold of the predominance, they
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had also more hackers in the lab as the City Admins. There was a large datachaos in the lab, another problem was
that the computerterminals were secured very good. They fought till they reached the last room of the lab and a
hacker checked all the computerterminals, he said that there are no more datas in this lab. In the same moment the
hacker made this announcement the City Admins falled back, they were in the minority anyway. The Fallen Angels
and the Guardians were happy about that, another victory for the freedom and the resistance.
Back in Tech Haven the scientist hurried with the data in their labs to analyse and decode the data. The rebels
relaxed and met in sector 2 to have a drink after the hard work. The Guardians lost their home but their happy about
that they won this fight, that they got the data and they made another step in the war again Reza and the Dome,
which want to get rid of the Guardians.
A few hours later the scientist came into sector 2, too. They looked like they have bad news, well and what was
written on their faces was true. Professor Hewdkins explained us that we have now the most datas from the bomb,
but there are parts missing, we have no datas about the detonator and of the processingunit of the bomb. The
scientist think the City Admin were able to download the data before we could get those.
The Fallen Angels send already scouts and spys out, which should ask around in Neocron and in the Dome of York to
bring information home which can help them and their allys.

Invocation
Ronald Rodriguez

Amigos!
The Canyon was destroyed forever by the Dome. As a result of the many misunderstandings with Yager, the Dome
disagreed to many things. Yager tried all the time to debate with them, but without success. We proved our
patience and we tried everything.
However when the Dome want to destroy us and he think can destroy the Guardian this easily, than he don't know
us!
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We're rebels! We fight for the resistance and for the freedom! We're not going to give up!
That's why i call all rebels who are still fighting for those goals to help our allys the Fallen Angels, with all you.
They helped us when we needed help so its our duty to help them.
I call also the brothers and sisters of the Crahn Sect to help us and the Fallen Angels.
We all know about the hostiliy between the Crahn Sect and the Fallen Angels, but the times have changed, you
should forget those problems of the past.
However we've to fight with our allied forces against the repression and the help everyone when possible.
We've to stick to gether in this hard war to reach our goals, by hook or by crook!!!

Interview
with James Patterson
VotR: Hi, nice to meet you Mr. Patterson.
J.P.: Hola Amigo!
VotR: You as a reporter of our VotR were in the Canyon when the bomb detonated and you were also there when the
alliance fought in the secret Dome lab. How can you explain the actions of the Dome against the Guardian ?
Rumours say that there were big discussions with the leader of the Guardians, Yager.
J.P.: That's a good and legitimate question. There were long negotiations between the Dome and Yager. Yager only
tried to keep on the points of the alliance which were made a long time ago, but those points which the Dome agreed
to before are nomore acceptable for the Dome. I think the Dome has no need left for the Guardians. The Dome used
us as long as we were usefull for them, till the day they throw the bomb.
VotR: The Guardian supports now the Fallen Angels and the scientists of them. Were there other allys at the fight in
the lab, too?
J.P.: There were a group brothers and sisters from the Crahn Sect there, they forgot the missunderstandings between
the Fallen Angels and them for this fight. I think this a step into the right direction.
Vo t R : S o y o u t r y e v e r y t h i n g t o g e t a l l f o r c e s o f t h e r e s i s t a n c e t o g e t h e r t o g e t f u r t h e r i n t h i s w a r ?
J.P.: You're right, we need every fighter in this war, because this war evolved to a unmeant war with two fronts. On
one side the known enemy Reza and on the other side now the Dome.
VotR: In the short news we could read about that the Tsunamies and the Black Dragons want to go into the Dome,
what are you and your allys thinking about that?
J.P.: Well, i'm happy about that those two factions are getting interest in this war, however i wonder if they missed that
the Dome throw a bomb in the Canyon. This action of the Dome shows what they think about their allys, they keep
the ally as long as they need them. When the time has come that the ally is useless for the Dome, they kill their allys
and look for a new one. The Dragons and the Tsunamies should choose the right side, the Guardian has never
attacked one ally or turned their back to their allys when they needed help. I just have to repeat myself the Dragons
are welcome to join us in our fight, the Tsunamies of course too.
VotR: The Fallen Angels have now the most datas of the bomb, what do you plan now?
J . P. : I c a n ' t a n d w o n ' t s a y s o m e t h i n g a b o u t t h i s n o w, b u t w e ' l l g i v e y o u n e w s a s s o o n a s p o s s i b l e .

Interview

Just in this moment James Pattersons com ringed and we had to stop this interview because a other informant has
news for him. We hope to provide you these news in the next Newsflash.

+++++++++++++++++NEWS+++++++++++++++++++++
We ' v e g o t a m e s s a g e f r o m o u r l a s t a l l y s i n t h e D o m e , t h a t
there will be another grim fight between the Black Dragons
a n d t h e Ts u n a m i e S y n d i c a t e , w h o w i l l b e t h e a l l y a t
the side of the Dome.Both factions applied for this,
and both got a consent from the Dome.
But this wasn't planned by those two factions like that.
The Dragons wanted to leave the PepperPark because of the
neverending fights with the Tsunamies, they wanted to form
themself new inside the dome and want to help the dome.
The Syndicate want only to enlarge their territory and to
provide their services in the dome.
We have to wait and see which of these two will

News

be the new ally of the Dome.
When we've news, we will provide them to you like
always in the Voice of the Resistance.
+++++++++++++++++NEWS+++++++++++++++++++++
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